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This Vape Is Bragging About Its Link to Depression and Anxiety

An unconventional campaign from agency Mojo Supermarket has a hidden message

CPG & Grocery

The Depression Stick comes in flavors like Citrus Sadness and Disappoint-mint. Truth Initiative

By Emmy Liederman

SEPTEMBER 20, 2021

When a Depression Sticks representative pitched his line of vapes to a gas station convenience store, he was condent in his ability to

complete the sale.

But after sharing that the smoking devices—which come in avors like Melancholy Menthol and BubbleGlum—amplify feelings of sadness and

anxiety, the clerk did not share an enthusiasm for the product. He instead responded with confusion and frustration, and eventually asked the

salesman to leave the store.

“They basically do the same thing as all of those,” said Craig, who secretly represented the Truth Initiative, pointing to the array of colorful

vapes behind the register. “I’m just being honest about my marketing.”
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Truth Initiative

The Truth Initiative and Mojo Supermarket, which became the nonprofit’s agency of record in May, are throwing a bit of reverse psychology

at nicotine retailers and vape enthusiasts. Instead of using their platform to offer another message about the physical effects of these

products, the marketers ask, “Why be happy when you can be sad?”

Marketing a fake product in a real way

The agency and brand were set on tying the genuine reactions of real people into this campaign. Depression Sticks set up business meetings

with ad agencies like Translation and Lightning Orchard, as well as a casting call with inuencers, which invited creators like Josh Otusanya

and Matt Pettito to endorse the product.

According to Mo Said, founder and creative director of Mojo Supermarket, the goal was to craft a blunt campaign that raises awareness for the

lesser-known link between vaping and mental health.

“We launched this company out in the real world so people can say, ‘Wait a minute, that thing just makes depression worse? How are they able

to market that? How is that even legal?” said Said. “Every single vape is a depression stick, and we wanted you to do that journey in your head.”

Gas Station

Casting Call
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Truth Initiative

The Depression Sticks media plan includes a TikTok campaign, a New York billboard takeover and airtime across national digital, streaming

and social channels. Each advertisement redirects viewers to depressionsticks.com, where they are eventually offered mental health

resources and prompted to sign up for Truth Initiative anonymous text messaging program.

An empathy-driven approach

According to Eric Asche, chief marketing and strategy ofcer at Truth Initiative, there is a “cruel irony” behind why consumers pick up their rst

vape. Over 80% of respondents in a recent survey turned to the product to lessen feelings of depression and anxiety, and 90% said their mental

health improved when they quit.

The Truth Intiative’s marketing strategy is dened by an empathy-driven approach. This stands out against patronizing anti-smoking

campaigns, which fail to recognize the reason consumers start using these products, according to Asche.

Truth Initiative

“The brand says ‘However you got here, we want to help you get to a different place,’” he said. “We’ve tried really hard to be an advocate and

ally for young people. We just give you the information so you can have agency for yourself.”

Said shared that Truth Initiative and Mojo Supermarket wholeheartedly share a common goal to end nicotine addiction. They hope their

initiatives are so effective that one day their jobs become obsolete.

“I forget who is working for us and who is working for them,” said Said. “I’ve never had that relationship with a client before.”

ANIMATED CESSATION ADS LEAN INTO EMPATHY TO INSPIRE QUITTING NICOTINE

Don't miss The Business of Marketing podcast featuring leading c-suite executives sharing insights on the importance of leveraging

the intersectionality of marketing, nance, technology, HR and the boardroom to drive business growth. Tune in.
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